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ABSTRACT

Perceived age lags behind chronological age in the elderly.

This discrepancy is well noted in the literature and is often referred.

to as age denial. Up to novr, perceived age has only been measured by

a forced choice questionnaire procedure using verbal categories (VC).

In this study, t\ro ner¡¡ measures of perceived age \,rere developed, both

of which gave an exact age estimate for perceived age: a direct self-

reporÈ method (SA), and an indirect measure utilizing a photograph

association technique (PAT).

Seventy-one elderly subjects living independently in the community

\dere tested for the three measures of perceived age. Ninety-one percent

sar¡ themselves as rniddle-aged or younger, with a mean perceived age of

at. least L2 years less than the mean chronological age for the entire

sample. Correlational analysis revealed a strong association betvreen

perceived age by self-reporË (SA) and the other trn/o measures of perceived

age.

Past research has associated perceived age (VC) in the elderly

with socioeconomic status, health, sex, and overall stress level as iË

related to life events. Other research (Linn & Hunter, L979; Guptill,

1969) has associated perceíved age (VC) with overall psychological

functioning and with self concept.

Correlational analysis of the three different measures of perceived

age with a1l the above varíables revealed a strong association betrnreen

perceived age (VC) and overall health when it is measured in terms of how

well one feels (psychologícal complaints and self-reported mental

disorders). In addition, an association rüas found between the two



measures of perceived age, VC and SA, and a more positive self-concept.

The third measure, PAT, also showed some association in the expected

direction.

Two surprísing results were noted. No associatíon was found

betr¡een any of the three measures of perceived age and socioeconomic

status, although this association ís well noted in the literature.

Also, a negaÈive association between perceived age (PAT) and life stress

as measured by lif e events \,/as discovered.

In addition, a staLístical1-y signifícanÈ multiple regression

analysís was performed in r¿hich perceived age (PAT) was the dependenÈ

variable. Sígnificantly contributíng variables were perceived age (SA),

sex, number of medical conditions, and number of psychologícal complaints.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Older persons often define themselves or identify themselves as

belongíng to a much younger age category than that of their actual

chronologícal age (Ríley and Foner, 1968; Peters, L97L; Bultena & Powers,

L978). These and other investigators have extensively documenËed thaË

people of. 65 years and older describe themsel-ves as mídd1e aged or

younger even r¿hen it is apparent thaÈ they have moved ouË of these age

groups. This phenomenon is referred Ëo in the liËerature under various

headings: "age denial'r (Bultena & Powers, L97B), "perceived age" or

"age perception" (Reno, L979); Línn & Hunter, 7979), "subjective age"

(I^Iard, L979) and "age identification" (Guptill, 1969). For the purpose

of this study the phenomenon will be referred to as "perceived age".

This phenomenon has been of interesË to researchers in the field

of aging since the 1950rs when Tuchman and Lorge (1952) first described

it. Earlier research tended to relate perceived age in the elderly to

such external factors as socioeconomic status (Neugarten & Peterson, L957),

race and sex (Busse, Jeffers & Obrist, 1957). Other studies focused

on variables such as state of health (Atchtey, L972) and severe negative

life changes (Anderson, 1967) .

In contrast, more recenÈ research has been stressing internalized

or psychological factors and perceived age. Bultena & Powers (f978)

found that negative attitudes toward aglng were related to younger perceived

age. Furthermo.., Lor"nthal (1975) found thaË a sense of bel-ng in control

of the enùironment creaÈes a younger perceived age. Guptilf (f969) found
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more positive self concepts associated r¿iËh younger age identífication in

men. In addition, Linn and Hunter (1978) found that a younger perceived

age Tnras associated with better overall psychological functioning. The

above seems to imply in general that a younger perceived age is related

to a more positive state of mental health or vice versa.

Most of the research up to the present r¡hich has investigated

perceived age has made use of a questionnaire procedure, which forces

the respondent to make a choice between young, míddle age, elderly and/or

old. Under these conditions it is noÈ surpïising that people avoid placing

themselves in the category old or elderly, especially since there ís a vasÈ

líteraËure pointing to negative stereotypes and stigmatization of the

concept "old" in our society (Tuchman & Lorge, 1953, Lg54; Bola, Lg62;

Rosencranz and Nevin, L969; Riley & Foner, 1968; McTavish, L97L; Butler,

L977). These attitudes are held not only by the young toward the o1d,

but also by older people about the concept "old" (Harris & Associates, 1975).

It is the contentíon in this study that the forced choice

questionnaire ís unlikely to give the researcher as accurate an estimate of

'perceived age as is possible (Kogan , 1919). Tt is also hypothesized that

feelíngs and ideas about perceived age may noÈ be totally parË of onets

conscious awareness. In order to overcome this problem, and to explore

perceived age further, this study will utilize a more sensitive technique.

Instead of a forced choice questionnaire the participant will be shovm

photographs of p"opf. of different ages and asked to place hirnself/herself

someT¡rhere within an age-graded grouping of photographs. This technique

represenLs a variation of one developed by Kogan (L979) in a study

employing age categorization. The measure of perceived age obtained from
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this photographic technique throughout this study will be ca11ed "perceived

age tesÈtr (PAT), and sínce it represents perceived age in terms of an

actual age esÈimate, it should reflecÈ a more accurate underlying perception

of onefs felË or subjectíve age, then has been previously obtained. This

perceived age test wíl1 be related to external varíables which include

sex, health and socioeconomic status, and ínternal variables which include,

self concept, anxíety and stress levels.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEI^I OF THE LITERATURE

Age Percéption

In all socíetíes, differences between basic life periods such as

infancy and adulthood have been recognized' rn modern hlestern socíety,

there has been a recent emergence of increasingly differenLiated life

periods (Neugarten, 1.978). Childhood on1-y became a recognized Lífe

period in the seventeenLh and early eighteenth centuries, adolescence

developed as a life period in the nineteenth century (Gil|is , L974).

Recently middle age has been distinguished from young adulthood

(Neugarten & Datan, L974). Up to nornr, old age is still considered to be

a single life period, although a new differentiatíon process of young-old

and o1d-o1d is beginning to emerge. In Èhis differenËiation, the young-

old would represent the newly-retired, still vigorous o1d person from the

very old, physícally infirm and socially dependent elderly person

(Neugarten, L974). As these life períods become defined they become

psychologically meaningful to the índividual as to where they perceive

their ov.rn positién as they move from youth to old age (Neugarten' L977) .

In this review, the term old and elderly are used interchangeably and

are in no !¡ay meant to distinguish betr¡een different age groups.

Numerous researchers have pointed to an interesting phenomenon in

which eJ-derly persons tend to deny their chronological age and tend to

identify Ëhemselves wiËh a youngeï age period than their chronological- age

would suggesË (Tuchman & Lorge, L954; Phil1ips, 1957; Riley & Foner, 1968;
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McTavish, L97r; Guptill, L969; Kalísh, L975; Bulrena & powers , L97B; Linn

& Hunter' LgTg). Phíllips (1957) found that 201Z of his 219 subjects who

r,rere over 65 years of age considered themselves to be elderly. Riley &

Foner (1968) found that substantial proportions of people over 65 consider

themselves young or middle aged, and reject the label "old" or "e1_derIy".

Bultena & Por¡ers (1978) collected data from a lO-year longitudinal sËudy

of older persons in rowa, u:s.A. rn the initiar stage, nearly 757, of a

group of 235 subjects with a median age of 67 saw themselves as middle

aged. OnTy 67" saw themselves as ol-d. Ten years later when the subjectst

medean age was 76, 321Z saið. they were middle aged. of the respondents

aged over 85 years in the restudy , 52'/" said they were middle aged. or

elderly and denied being o1d.

This discrePancy between perceived age and chronologieal age has

been of interest to gerontol ogists for several decades and has been

referred to in the literature under various headings: "age denial"

(Bultena & Powers , ]]ITB); "perceived age" or "perception of age,, (Reno,

L979: Línn & Hunter, 1979); 'rsubjecËive age'r (I^iard, 1,glg), and "age

identificaËion" (Guptill, 1969).

This perceived age phenomenon is of inÈerest because it related to

many aspecËs of psychologÍcal functioning (Linn & Hunter, L979). In their

study, Linn & Hunter invesËigated the discrepancy between perceived age

and chronological- age in persons over 65 years, and found that those

subjects who saw themselves as younger than others their age had betËer

psychological functioning. Psychological functioníng \¡ras defined by tests

measuring such variables of life satisfaction, self-esteem, focus of control-,

anxieËy 1evel, and depression levè1.
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A similar and closely relaËed question asked is "when does old age

begin?r' Tuchman and Lorge (1953) asked subjects when old age began, and

found thaË younger subjects up to and including middle aged respondents

(with a mean age of 50.3 years) assume that it starts sometime in their

middle 60s. On the other hand, older subjects (mean age, 74.8 years)

tended to place the onseË of o1d age at a much later date, or deníed that

o1d age ever begins. In a national survey, Harris and Associates (1975)

noted t7;.at 507" of their respondents would not give chronologícal age

estimates when asked when old age bet'ins. Instead they defined old age in

terms of health, reËirement, among others. Kogan (Lg7g) explored onset of

age periods using a set of photographs as stimulus materials on a large

sample of subjects of diverse ages. He asked the subject to estimate a

chronological age for each photograph, and subsequently sort. the set

into five age categories ranging from adolescent to aged. He found that

estímates for the different age categories started at later ages when

estimated by older subjects. He also found that photographs of females

vlere perceived to attaín middle age and older status at an earlier

chronological age than photographs of males. This study is an improvemenÈ

on Ëhe forced choice questionnaire used in previous research on perceived

age since the sorting of photographs allor¿s the respondents to establish

their ortn age groupings. Forced choice questionnaires are not sufficiently

discriminati.ng because the categories may be too broad and therefore may

force the subject to select a caÈegory thaÈ does not truly represent the

subjectfs self perception of their subjecËive age.
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Time ánd Age Perception

Many investigators have noted the ímportance of differenti.ating and

understanding two dífferent concepts of time as they relate to the life

span of an individual. Chronological time is the objective passage of

calendar time. It pl-ays an importanË role because it is an objective

marker and determines the sequencing of many life events, some of which

have become instituÈionalized (Bengtson & B1ack, L973). rt is obvious,

however, that Ëhe flow of psychologícal or subjectíve time is often

independent of the flow of calendar Ëime although there seem Èo be

relatively few studies of the ways in which subjective time is experienced

(Neugarten, L977).

Idallach and Kogan (1961) publíshed a study in which they demonstrated

thaÈ tírne is perceived as moving more quickly for the aged. In this study,

phrases were used which described tíme in terms of movement simll-es, e.g.

time is like a rushing train. The authors noted that, presumably because

older people have a decreased amount of time left to live, they aÈtach a

greater value and significance to the passage of time than do young people.

Neugarten and Moore (1968) stated that, starting in míddle age, both

men and !¡omen become ar,lare of a new difference in Èhe way in which ti¡ne

vlas perceived. Life was restTuctured in terms of Ëime-left-to-live rather

than time-since-birth. Along with this develops the awareness that time is

finiËe. Neugarteni and Datan (1973) have discussed Ëhe relation of "life

timett, ttsocial Èimetr, and trhisÈorical- Èimett as all three interact in

influencing Èhe life course. They note that Èhere !¡as an internalized

perception'of social norms, expectaËions and social roles which lead to a

sense of oners social age. People are socialized at different times and
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have different concepts as t.o rvhaË age role they should Play, for example

the expression, "Act your age". Social roles are fixed on top of

chronological age and biological indications of age. NeugarÈen conmenËs

that movement through various roles plus declines in health, and other

age-related life changes are all indications of advancing age. Bengtson,

Kasschau and Ragan (1978) commenL thaÈ these indicators influence whether

others will perceive the person as young, mídd1e aged, or old. They will

also influence the índividual's owïr age perception.

Soiioeccinomic StátúS (SES)

According to Bengtson et a1., (1977), there are three primary social

status variables which explain the greatest amounts of variation in the

attitudes and behaviors of individuals: socioeconomic status (SES), sex,

and ethniciÈy (racial or national origin group). These three variables

influences the life style - the lífe experiences and life chances that an

individuaL in our society will have - to a great extent.

According to HollÍngshead and Redlich (1958), an indívldual's

social class position is best measured by occupational position, and

education. Aceordingly, the Hollingshead Index of Social Positíon, which

Ís a widely used and well knor.¡n test to measure class rating, \,ras developed.

Several studies have confirmed that old people from 1ow SES groups are

more likely to see themsel-ves as old than old people with higher SES

(Neugarten & Peterson, 1957; Shanas, L962; Rosow' 1967). Neugarten and

Peterson found that workíng class elderly identified old age as beginnÍng

at 60 years, whereas higher SES groups of elderly people esLimated o1-d age

as sLarting aË 70 years.
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Neugarten and Moore (1968) also noted that SES was a powerful variable,

correlatíng, ín general-, wiÈh better overall posJ-tive adjustment and beÈÈer

integrated personalities for all- upper middle class o1-d people. Lor¿er SES

groups, on average, showed the least integrated, leasÈ resourceful

personality struclures. Bengtson et al (L977) point out that class

distinctions interact r¿ith aging behavior ín the sense that it adds another

dimensíon of self concept in the aged. Retired people tend to continue

Èo identify themselves wíth Lheir previous occupations. previous

occupations vary in terms of the intrinsic rewards and satisfactíon

associated with them.

Edward and Kleemack (1973) found that family income was the most

important determínant of life satisfaction, with high SES e1der1-y subjects

showing considerably more life satisfaction that low SES elderly subjects.

McTavish (1971) found Ëhat persons of higher SES tend to have more positive

attiËudes toward old age, whereas working class persons have more negative

attitudes toward the aged.

Ethnícity

The black population of the U.S.A., has been the mosË extensively

studied minority group in terms of its aged population. According Ëo

Bengtson eÈ aI (1978), this r¡as due to the fact thaÈ the black population

was the only minoriÈy group suffícientl-y díspersed throughouË the counÈry

to obtå.ín adequate sÈatistics.

Differences between bl-ack and white o1d peopl-e have been found by

Busse (f957); they noted Lhat blacks vierved themselves as older than whites

of similar age. Jackson (f970) found Ëhat blacks perceive themselves as old
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aË an earlier age than whites, and suggesËs that this finding relates to

Ëheir comparatively harder lífe. The National Urban League introduced

the Ëerm "double jeopardy" in L964 to describe the situation of all

ninority group e1-der1y individual-s in the sense that their disadvantages

include age, poorer SES, plus all the accumulated social problems which

are associated wlth being a member of a disadvantages minority group. In

addition, older blacks consider their health Èo be poorer than that of

r,¡hites of comparable chronological age. They also have a shorter life

span Èhan whites, and there is evidence that their health in oId age r,las

poorer than that of whites (Bengtson et al, L977).

I,üylie (1971) points out thaË blacks may have a more posiËive attitude

toward aging in thaÈ elderly blacks are more likely to be included in

the farnily structure and regarded with respect. Jackson (1970) suggests

that for aged 61acks with farnilies, the family was the primary source of

assistance and group contact. According to Llylíe (f971), studies of blacks

by sociol ogists and anthropologists indicaËe that there \¡ras an acceptance

of old age and that people can look forward to the rewards of their

advanced years. I^lylie notes that this differs from elderly whites and

roight be explained by the cultural heritage of I¡IesÈ African values and

attitudes toward aging which incorporate a respecÈ and even veneration of age.

Age identity was originally found Eo be similar for men and women

(Busse et al. " L957). Riley, Foner and AssociaÈes (1968) reported that

older \^romen'do not appear to label themselves old any more than do older

men. Several- sËudÍes, hor",r.r, found Èhat women have more negative

Sex
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atËitudes about aging and old people than men do (Gurin, Veroff & Feld, 1960;

McTavísh,197L). Streib and Schneider (1971-) found that r.¡omen had a younger

perceived age than men, as did I^Iard (L977) and Linn and Hunter (L979) .

I^Iard (L977) noted that this younger age ídentity may reflect a double

sÈandard of aging for the sexes whereby aging was viewed more negatively

for women than for men. Inlilliams (L977) found that women are perceived

by younger subjects to age more rapidly than men do. This finding was

confirmed by Kogan (7-g7g) who found, using the photographic sortíng

technique described earlier, Èhat male subjects assign fernale photographs

to older age categories. This evidence supports the opiníon put fon¡ard

by sontag (1975), in which she proposes a "double standard of aging for

r^Iomen" ín whích the idea of physical deterioraÈion for ¡¿omen \,ras more

critical than for men. This mighÈ be a partial explanation of the overall

findíng that women, in general, have more negative attitudes toward aging

and perceive themselves as having a younger age identity than men do.

Life Changes

Lehr and Puschner (1961-) found Èhat ar^¡areness of age was due to

health changes, changes in appearance, changes in intellect, and the way in

which other people behaved torvard the ol-der individual. Anderson (1967)

found Èhat severe changes in Life paÈterns such as institutionalization

affect acceptance of being oi-d. Atchley (L972) states ËhaË critical factors

which make a person accept himself as ol-d relaÈe Èo 1) poor heal-th, 2> low

income, 3) instituËional care, 4) retirement, and 5) loss of independence.

To summarize, severe ðhanges in l-ife patËerns whích åre experienced as

detiimental and stressful l-ead to a change in the individualts own concept
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of age. Keith (L977) and Ward (L977) foirnd thaÈ negative stereotypi-ng of

old age was only weakl-y-assocl-ated with subjecÈive age definition as o1d.

lnsteado detrimental changes, such as declining health and dimínished

activiËies both in and ouÈ of Ëhe home \rere associated wiÈh older age

identification. Bultena and Powers (1978) noÈed that those subjects who

accepted the term. "o1d" to describe themselves, typically mentioned their

altered life circumstances, particularly declines in their physical

independence and health. THerefore, it would appear that a series of

detrimental Iífe events force reluctant acceptance of rrold". This

represents a pov¡erful factor in determining perceived age.

Stresb

Detrimental life events, which have been shovm to influence

pereeíved age, are related to the stress level of an individual. In most

physiological and psychological theories of aging, the concepÈ of stress

and disease play basic roles (Eisdorfer & triilkie, J977). According to

these auÈhors, ttstress may accelerate the aging process over a given time

or iÈ may lead to physical disease". (p. 25I)

There are many definitions of stress, and the research literature

on Ëhe Lopic is enormous. However, for the purposes of this study I will

foll-or¡ the concepÈ of stress utilized by Holmes and Rahe (L967). They

subscribe to a theory of stress in which every life event, regardless of

socLal desirability, evokes an adaptation response. They assert that this

adaptation response is based on bodily changes which, according to Selye

(1956), TepresenÈ a physiol-ògical staÈe in which the individual prepaïes

for "fightìor flight". This physiological response results Ín increases



in autonomic nervous system activlEy as well as endocrine activity.

and Rahe (L967), following Selyers Ëheory of stress, have suggested

these physíological events - the result of life event changes - can

to the development of illness. Lowenthal and Chiriboga (1973) have

suggesËed Ëhat disease may be a response to stress, or it may be Èhe

which causes stress.

13.

Holmes

that

lead

event

The presence of emotional activity usual1-y represents a concomitant

ôf stress. Eisdorfer and Wilkie (Lg77) mention anxiety, fear, tension,

depression, and somatic symptoms as Ëypical- examples of such activity.

Dêfinition óf Aging

The word "old" has many differenÈ meanings and connotations, all of

r¿hich are relevant when we consider the phenomenon of age perception.

Kalish (1975) states that "old" can be defined in terms of chronol-ogical- age

(e.g. 65 years) or in terms of physical changes such as posture, gait, and

hair loss. These physical changes are usually incorporated in Èhe definition

of biological age which, according to Birren and Renner (L977), is defined

as an rtestimate of the individualrs present position with respect to his

potential life span". (p.a) The term troldil can also be defined in terms

of behavior reflecting physical decline, for example, slower reacLion time

and poorer memory. This is cl-osel-y related Èo the concepÈ of functional

age (Birren & Renner, L977), which is "an individual's l-evel- of capacity

relative Ëo others of hÍs age for functioning ín a given human society". (p.5)

rr0ld" can alsó be defined in terms of social age. This usually

refers to social roles and habiÈual behavior assocíaÈed with these ioles,
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for example, grandparenË, reÈiree (Kalish, L975). The idea of social age

also implies the notion of age appropríate behaùior - whether the individual

behaves younger or older Ëhan socieÈy expects. Havighurs t (Lg57) sËates

that "oldtt should be defined in terms of social competence, instead of the

standard occupational roles which usually sLop at 65 years. social

competence can continue well- into the eighth decade, he notes.

Some of the above definitions of old are assocíated r¿ith negaÈive

images of aging. Accordíng to Atchley (Lg77), old age is a stigma, which

occurs because of false stereotypes associated with iË. Because of this,

Atchley introduces a term, "1ate maturiEyrr, to cover the more positive

aspecÈs of agíng. Kalish (1975) conceives of "o1d" as a positíve concept,

relating it Ëo growth and d.evelopment. Butler (Lg77) states that old age

should be defined as a healthy time in which a unique developmental task

of adapting and thrivíng shoul-d be the norm. Unfortunately, he finds thaË

there are many assocíations r¿ithin our culture through which older persons

are l-ed Èo believe they are 'rfailing" as Ëhey age. This seems Èo refer to

self worth as much as to physicar declÍne. Kalish (1977) notes that -

because of advanced technology - deaÈh no\¡/ occurs mainly at old age, and

consequently becornes assocíated with o1d age on1y. Kalish also notes that

with formal- education occurring mainly aÈ an early age, the knowledge old

people have accumulated throughouÈ life is usually dated. This creates a

sense of built in obsolescence in old people.
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Stereotypes

a) How Other GroupS Seê the Old

R.M. Butler (L97s) has coined the term "age-ism", to sum up the

process of sysLematically stereotyping and discriminatíng against people

because they are o1d. substantíal literature exists to verify Butlerrs
statement. Tuchman and Lorge (1952, 1953) showed that the elderly Èend. to
be perceived as mentally deteriorated. RÍIey and Foner (196g) and McTavish

Q97Ð, in their review of the líteraËure, found views about the o1d Èo

include senile, absent-minded, rÍgid, meddlesome, isorated., dependent,

poverty-stricken, and in poor health. Bennett and Eckman (rg73) and

McTavish (L97Ð consístentl-y came to Ëhe conclusion that Americans hold

negative attítudes toward the elderly.

Negative stereotyping of the old person is importanÈ to this study

because it represents a possible explanation of the phenomenon of age denial.
According to Bultena and Powers (1973), to resist being labelled ,,old,r is
to deny the personal appropriateness of these negative appraisals. They

hypothesize that acceptance of the "o1dt' identity may actually trigger off
psychological dísorders. They had subjects compare several aspects of
Ëheir 1ives, such as health, financial well--being, and dependency wíth those

of other persons their own age, ín terms of ttbetter offtr, rrabouÈ the same,,,

or "woïse off". The authors found thaÈ substantial psychological resistance
to agíng is relaËed to favorable self-comparison with the reference group.

There is some evídence t,o indicate some positive attítudes of o¡her

age groups toward the elderly. Bekker and Taylor (1966) found rhat children
have ambiguous at'titudes toward. Èhe aged, although contact with an elderly
person within Ëhe famíIy often results in a rejection of negaLfve stereoÈypes.
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Bel-I and Stanford (l-973) \rere able to obtain a more positive eval-ua-

Ëion of an older person if the desôription of the person i,¡as comparable

to the achievements of a younger person. Crockett, Press and OsÈerkamp

(L979) obtained siml-lar findings, noting thaÈ in such cases the ol-der

person is seen as the exception Èo the rule; furthermore negaËive

sËereotypes are unaffected by the presentation of one positive individual.

Thorsen, I^lhatley, and Hancock (1974) and Brubaker and Powers (Lg76)

found that better educated persons have positive stereotypes of old age.

There seems to be littl-e difference in the attitudes held toward women in

relaËion to men. up untí1 the age of 50, the aging process ís perceived

in a símí1ar way for both males and females. After 50, evaluations

become more negaÈive for both sexes. Males are perceived as being more

effective and autonomous than females up to 75 years, and females are

perceived as being more personally acceptable at all ages (otconnell &

Rotter, I979).

b) Hor¿ the Old Víew Orher Old people

Up to this point in this study, research has been reviewed. rvhich

reflected the attiÈudes of younger people about old people. For the

Purposes of this study it is useful to investigate also hor¡ the o1d perceive

old people.

A revier,¡ of the literature by Brubaker and Poruers (L976) indÍcated

thaË posítive stereotyping of ol-d age \,üas reported in several studies. Kogan

(1961-) found that stereotyping of o1d age was positive or at least ambivalent

arnqng the aged of high-l-evel occupation and/or high-level education. In a

recent u;s. National council on the Aged study (1975), Brubaker reported

Ëhat older individual-s within thÍs nation-wl-de bample generall-y held rnore
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Positive attiÈudes toward the o1d. This is emphasízed íf the older person

is ín a higher income bracket. In addition, when older persons come inËo

conÈact with their owrr contemporaries, direct experience resul-Ls in the

formatíon of more favorable attitudes (Tuchman & Lorge, 1958; Stennett &

Montgomery, 1968; Weinberger & Milhan, L975).

Some sÈudies seem to índicate that negative stereoÈyping does not

have a powerful effect on age perception. Guptill (L969) found that those

o1d persons who identified themselves with the concept "old" saw the

concePt in a more positive light than those who ídentified with the concept

'fmiddle aged". Keith (L977) found that negative stereotyping of old age

was only weakly associated with subjective age definition as old. Tnstead,

detrimental life changes were the critical factors.

Harris and Associates (1975), working together with gerontologists,

developed an in-depth survey in which people over 65 and people under age

65 r¿ere asked about personal qualities and actlviÈies of older persons.

The survey showed that both age groups have negative sÈereotypes about

older persons. In terms of self-ímage, older respondents sa\,r o1d peopl-e

in positive terms, i.e., \¡rarm and friendly, wise from experience. However,

on the other hand, they saw old people as not good at geËting things done,

and not very bright or a1ert. In terms of acËivitíes Èhey saw old people

as sedentary, i.e., watching T.V., sleeping, thinking, etc., whereas in

reality the activities of o1d peopl-e are similar to those of míddIe aged

people (Harris & Associates).

The evidence on how older persons view the aged is somewhat

contradictory, although more favourable than how the young view the o1-d,

and there definitely continues to be negative sËereotyping.
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Self Concept

Self-concept is the image individuals have of themselves, reflecting

their actual experiences and the way they perceive them. Sel-f esteem ís

considered to be the affecÈive component of self concept (Breytspraak &

George, LgTg; Kalish, Lg75). wylie (1960) srared rhaÈ rhe self concepr

usually íncludes the definition of the personts aÈtÍtudes, feelings and

perceptions of themselves as an objecL. Lor¿enthal (Lg77) commented thaÈ

self concept \,74s not very precisely conceived and the term vTas inter-

changeable r,¡ith self esteem identity, and ego stïength.

For the purposes of this study self concept will be defined

according Ëo Fitts (1955), in whích self concept is conceived as an

internal frame of reference, or the way in which a person perceives

himself. Fitts also íncludes as subsidiary concepts: "identity", which

refers to the "v/ho" and'twhat" one is; physical- self; moral_ and ethical

self; personal worth; family self; and social self. Firrs (1955) developed

a scale to test all the above dimensions * the Tennessee Self ConcepË Scale.

Fitts (1955) commented that knowledge of a person's self concept

is a short cut. to other information such as feelings and attitudes. Kuhlen

(L964) noted that well-adjusted individuals ¡¡ill have positive self-regard.ing

aÈËitudes, whereas Ëhe indivídual r¿ith a poor self concept will be more

líke1y to be maladjusted, insecure, more susceptible to anxieËy and threat,

and l-acking in self confidence.

Since iÈ was thought to be through a\,rareness of self that an indívidual

interäcËs with the worl-d, the belf concept \r7as assumed to be an integral part

of onetè personality and a particularly appropriate focus for Ínvestigating

personality dífferences (Grant , 1967).
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Socíal- psychologists often defi-ne sel-f concept in terms of social

roles and role identities assumed by persons throughouÈ their lifetirne.

Kimmel (L974) noted thaË many social- roles have behavior associated with

them, allowing individuals to take on appropríaËe role behavior. Guttman

(1961) pointed out that such a siÈuation (e.g. an occupational stance

associated with being a judge or a teacher) produces a self for the

indívidual to act out. The concept of role idenËity is the characËer and

roLe a person devises for himself as an occupant of a particular social

position (Lemon, Bengston & Peterson, a972). The term "role supportsrl

relates to the specific suppoït given to an individual for his role identity

(Lemon, Bengtson and PeÈerson, L97Z).

According to social role theory, individuals for¡n their self concepts

by inËerpreting reactions of others toward themselves.

Hurlock (1980) stated that many elderly people develop unfavorable

sel-f concepts because of unfavorable social attitudes directed t.oward them.

on the other hand, Lemon, Bengtson and peterson (1972) maintain that

indíviduals form Ëheir self concepts by adulthood, so thaÈ self concepts

are stabilized, only requiring occasional confirming responses from other

people. According to Breytspraak and George (L977), the relationship

bet\,/een age and self concept \,üas a part.icularly ambiguous one.

It is necessary for the purposes of this study to investigaLe whether

self concepÈ deteriorates with age, or whether it remains stable and/or

improves. In particular, does self concept deteriorate or remain stable or

improve with different age perceptions. GupËi11 (1969) studied self concepÈ

in older people in relation to age J.dentification. He used the semanËic

dif f erenÈial Lechnique t,o examine the concepts of : "Myserf ", tMJ-ddle-aged
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mantr' and I'old man'r. He found a more positive self concept for elderly

men who perceived Ëhemselves as midill-e aged,

Mason (1954) adminisÈered a number of measures of self concepË

and found that institutíonaLized Índigent o1d people had more negative

self concepÈs than did a group of independent míddle class old people.

Both in turn had more negative sel-f concepÈs than did a more youthful

low SES group. Individual dÍfferences among groups of old people T¡rere

found to be greater than among young people, suggesting that reactions to

the .aging process vary substantial_l-y among índíviduals.

Bloom (1961) found thaË the rerationship between age and self

acceptance (positive self concept) was curvil-ínear, with self acceptance

peaking in the 4o-4g age range. commenting on this study, Kuhlen (Lg64)

added that the self concept becomes more favorable during period.s of gain

and increased status and less favorable when losses are experienced.

Kuypers and Bengtson (1973) suggested a model Èo explain declining

self concepË. certain sociar life conditions, e.g., rol-e losses, vague

or inappropriate normative information, and lack of reference groups,

deprive the individual of feedback concerning his self concept. This in turn

leads to vulnerability and a dependence upon external sources for the

personts self labelling (negative stereotypes). As role losses Íncrease,

no ne\^7 rol-es are developed to take their place. As a resulÈ the Índividual

develops a self coneept of incompetence, uselessness, and worthlessness.

Rose (1967) comrnented that rvith the death of a spouse and./or friend,

both a role change and a narrowing of the self concept occur. This happens

because òf the psychological- dependency of the person on Èhe friend oï spouse

involved. Rose also notes thaÈ sudden an¿aieness of physical- decline and/or
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mental decline have been found Èo resul-t in the development of negative

self concepts.

According to Mass and Kuypers (1974), there are some differences in

self ímage between mea and \{omen. Men tend to view themselves more

negatively after reËirement íf the work role was predominant ín earlier

life, whereas \,¡omen are more subject to the effects of current circumstances.

rilard (1977) found ËhaÈ education and income \.rere more important in

determining male self esteem, while age-related deprivaËion and current

activities \¡/ere more importanÈ for female self esteem.

Riley and Foner (1968) reviewed the liÈerature in Ëhis area and found

that older people (as compared to younger people) are: equally likely to

view their job performance as adequate; almost as likely t.o view their

intelligence as being as good as others; more likely to consíder themselves

as having posiËive moral values; and somewhaË more likely to feel adequaLe

in their marriage and as parents.

According to BennetÈ and Eckman (f973) self attitudes are less

affected by age than some of tbe concomitants of aging, namely isolation,

inactívíty, ill-health and insÈiÈutionalization. Bischof (L976) furrhers

the argument by conmenting that these same factors rvould influence the self

concept of individuals of any age and are not age-specific.

In contradiction to the previous notions and findings, Neugarten

(1968) suggested that in older life the self concept becomes less dependenÈ

on external factors and more dependent on an inner orientation that stresses

consistency in self concept. Achtley (L977) commented that stabiliËy in

self concept is related to Èhe continuing identity with roles rvhich \¡/ere

ímportant in midlife. Once a sËabl-e self concept has developed and closuie
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has occurred, further social interacËions or role losses will not. affect

self image.

Brubaker and Powers (1976) examined 47 reports of research inËo

stereotypes of old age and found positive st.ereotyping of o1d age ín some

of the research in which the subjects \,rere non-institutionalized and

independent. They added thaÈ the significanË variables whích led to

positive or at least ambivalent attitudes \¡rere independence, a high leve1

of educatíon, and a high level of occupation. The authoïs suggested that

some aged individuals were able t.o incorporate sel-ectively posiËive elemenÈs

inÈo their self concept and therefore a self definition as o1d does noÈ

necessarily assume a negative self-concept. Kaplin and Pokorny (1970)

reported data that suggesÈ that for some aged an acceptance of a self

concepË as o1d is consider.ed desirable and bolsËers self-evaluation.

Secord and Bachman (I974) hypothesized Èhat individuals will

actively attemPt to maintain stability of self by refusal to pereeive

negative feedback, by avoídance and deval-uatíon of people who give negative

feedback, and by dovrngrading those aspects of self r¿hich make one feel

vulnerable. Bultena and Powers (1978) ran a longitudinal study and found

those subjects who sar¿ themselves as middle-aged used a reference group as

a comparison, and continued to retain a more youthful self image when they

compared their life circumstarices to their ovüt peer group. Those who

accepted the vrord "old" for themselves menËioned their altered life circumstances

- in particular, declines ín their physical independence and health. This

finding is confirmed by tr{ard, 1977. Linn and Hunter (1979) found that younger

age perôeption in old people r¡as associaLed with higher self esteem where

self esteem llas one òf severàl- variablès measuring phychoLogical functioning.
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In summary, there are contradictory findings. It r¡ould seem that

self concepË can be posiËive in the elderly lf certain conditions are meÈ.

A high leve1 of education coupled with independence both in terms of

income and way of living would seem to be some of the basic prerequisites.

In additíon Èhose old people who accept "oldtt as an age ídentification and

who have been able to incorporaÈe some positive aspects of that identifica-

tion wíIl have a positive self concept. These people probably represent

a small group. More typically, older people who are able to maintain a

positive sel-f concept are those who can successfull-y deny their correct age

identifícation, and continue to identify themselves with a younger age

category. It is hypothesízed that this denial occurs because the concept

"old" has overwhelrningly negative componenËs including physical decl-ine,

loss of physÍ-ca1 attractiveness, loss of competence, illness and negaËive

stereotyping. It is hypothesized that age denial rvould therefore lead to

a feeling thaÈ these unpl-easanÈ events are noÈ associated with oneself.

Age denial and the concomitant perception of oneself as being much younger

than one really is could clearly have an adaptive function in that it allo\,rs

one to live "as if" one ís ¡niddle aged or even younger. Linn and Hunterrs

1979 findings would seem to supporË these hypotheses. They found better

overall psychological- functioning, including higher belf esteem, to be

associated with a younger age perception.

It is further hypothesi-zed that the defence mechanism of "denial"

seems to operate adaptively for some individuals until a series of detrimentaL

and stressful life events occur. The literature has shown thaË a sígniflcant

number of the events usua1J-y leað to stress and the concomitanÈs of stress,

namely tenbion and anxieÈy. These, in Èurn, can l-ead to disease which may
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be both the result and the cause of more stress. The sum of these events

may tend Ëo overwhelm these ''individual-s so that the defence mechanism of

age denial breaks down. If thís occurs, according Èo Linn and HunLer, it

leads on to a sort of fatalistic acceptanee of oners true age. The

acceptance of this reality includes incorporating ínto onets self concept

a1l- the previously rejecËed negative associations of rroldrr against which

the individual has been defending himself. This, mosÈ probably, l-eads to

the devel-opment of very negative feelings about oneself, ones competence,

usefulnesses and self r¿orth. And so the accepÈance of old could lead to

Èhe development of a negative self concept.

The purpose of this study, wilJ- be to explore further the Línn and

Hunter findings thaL youngeï age perceptíon is associated \,rith better

overall psychological functioning within the context of the above suggested

model of events. It is predícted that there will be an associatíon between

age perception and social cl-ass, self concept, anxieÈy, stïess and a

beÈter health 1evel.

I^Ihi1e the literature discussed earlier Índicates a younger perceived

age for r^7omen' compared Ëo men, there is no evídence suggesting thaË this

leads to better psychological adjustment. Consequently, sex differences

will- be invesËigated, without any specific predictions as to outcome.

rn addition to the above, the phenomenon of age denial has only

been investigated by the use of a quesÈionnaire forced choice procedure

in r.¡hich the subjects are asked Ëo indicate whether they feel young, middle

aged and old/e1derLy. Thís method is limiting because iÈ relies on self

report and because the categoríes of choice are not sufficiently discriminating.

Kogan has suggesÈed that feelings and ideas about onets subjecÈive age may
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not be totalLy a part of onefs conscious a\^Tareness and therefore not fu1ly

available for self report. A comparison uËilizing a more índirect meËhod

noË requiríng sel-f reporË r¿iIl- be an interesting further exploration of

the concept of perceived age. As well, it would be desirable Èo have a

technique Ëhat discriminated more finely betv¿een perceived age categories.

To achieve this .end the study wíl1 utilíze a variation of a "phoLo sortingtt

technique developed by Kogan in whÍch the subjects are able to place themselves

along a more finely differentiated age continuum. This technigue results in

a more specific perceived age than the global- caÈegories of young, míddle

.aged and old/e1der1y used in earlíer research, and should reflect more

accurately the underlying perception one has of onets rfelËr or subjective

age. This new meLhod of obtaining perceived age will be referred to as

the photograph associaËion technique (PAT) hereafter.

Using PAT, the questionnaire forced choice techníque (VC) and a third

measure, asking subjects to report by year how o1d they feel, (subjective

age or SA) - intercorrelatíons betweenÈhese three technigues will be

examined.

A comparíson will- then be made beÈween Èhe perceived age found by

PAT and perceived.age as found by SA and the older method of the forced

questionnaire Èo see if there is a positive correlation between them.

In addition, an attempt will be made Lo measure dírectly the

deniaL phenomenon previousl-y discussed. If it is operating in a majority

of subjects who choose a younger age perception, then there should be a

negative correl-ation beÈween younger age perception and greater denÍal of

negative ättributes as measured by the denial- conflict section of the

Tennessee Self ConcepÈ Scal-e.
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HypotheSeS and Questions

(1) There wii-1 be a positive correlation betrnreen perceived age as

measured by (PAT) and perceived.age as estimated from a forced.

choíce quesÈíonnaire.

(2) There will- be a positÍve relationship between perceived age as

measured by PAT and subjective age as perceived by self reporË

(SA).

(3) Previous research using a questionnaire procedure has shov¡n a

relationshi-p between perceived age and sex, and sES. ThÍs study

will investigaÈe if the same relationships are maintained when

perceived age is measured by the perceived age ÈesÈ (pAT).

(4) Previous research has indicated a positive relationship between

perceived age and self concept. It is hypothesized that the same

relationship will maintain when perceived age is measured by pAT.

(5) There v¡i1l- be a positive rel-ationship between perceived age as

measured by PAT and lÍfe stress as measured by the social

Readj us ÈmenÈ Sca1e.

(6) There will be a negative rel-ationship between perceived age as

measureil by PAT and better overall heal-th as measured by an

abridged and amended Cornell Medical Index.

(7) There r^iill be a negative relationship beÈween age perception

as measured by PAT arrd denial of negative attributes as measured

by Èhe deníal conflicÈ section of the Tennessee Self Concept Scal-e.
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CHAPTER III

METHOD

Súbj ects

There r,rere 71 subjects in the sËudy. Sixty-nine of the subjectsr

ages ranged from 65 to 75 years. There \,rere Lwo subjects whose ages

' Ì'/ere 60 and B0 respectivel-y. The mean for the subjectsf chronologieal

age (cA) was 70.4 years (sD : 4.47) and rhe range, 60 - B0 years.

The sample consisËed of 70 white and one Chinese indivíduals.

All of these peïsons v¡ere vol-unÈeers drar,¡n from nine Age and Opportunity

centres, which are day activity centres for people oveï 60, wíthin the

city of winnipeg, Manitoba. Al1 subjecÈs were living independently

withÍn the city- Since these Age and opportunity centres aïe distríbuted

in different areas of the community, it was exlpected that the subjectst

socioeconomíc status would vary con.siderably.

Materials

Two sets of phoÈographs consisting of 14 female and 14 male

achromatic passPort sized pictures were used as the stímulus material
presented to the subjects in phase 1 of the procedure. This material
approximates a Ëechnigue developed by N. Kogan (Lg7g) and discussed

earl-ier Ín the introduction section of this paper. The ÊoÈal set of 2g

(14 rnale and 14 female) photographs represented an age spread of 40 - 79

years, eaðh picture ïepresenting a speciflc age at a three-year interval
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so that, there will- be a male and female photograph representing the 40th

year, Ëhe 43rd year, the 46th year and so on up to the 79th year. The

chronological age of each picture was knovm Èo the researcher sínce these

rvere obtained from back copies of Time Magazine and Newsweek, publícations

which general-ly incl-ude the chronologÍcal age (CA) of the person depicted.

It was considered unlikely that subjecËs would recognize these photographs

as famous persons were excluded. Pictures were selected in terms of equal

attractiveness and similarity of appearance to actual chronol-ogical- age.

A1-1 pictures rePresented white caucasians. üIith one exception, pictures

of bespectacled persons were excluded.

Tennessee SêIf ConcepË Scá1e (TSCS)

The Tennessee self concep- scale r,¡as developed by lü.H. Fítts in

l-965, Èo measure or assess an individualsr self perception and concept.

Fitts believes that an índividualts concept of himself ís highly

ínfluential ín determining much of a personrs behavior and also is

direcÈly related to his general personality and state of mental- health.

The scal-e is a pencil and paper inventory suítable for administration

to individuals and groups and typically Èakes ten to tr,renÈy minutes to

complete (FitÈs 1965). The scale consists of one hundred iÈems thaÈ are

self descriptive and have been derived from a number of pre-existing self

concept measurea and from wrÍtten self description. The subjects respond.

Èo these sËatements on a five poínt scale from t'completely Èruet Èo

trcompletàly false". The counsell-ing and research form (to be used in this

study) yíelds many scoïes ín the self concept domain. Scores divided ínto
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a trsel-f-criËícism" scoreo a posiËive score which represenËs an internal

frame of reference and which in turn yieLds oËher sub-scores: identity,

sel-f-scal-e factor, behavior, physicaL self, moral- ethical self, personal

se1f, farnily se1f, and social sel-f. In addition there are net conflicÈ,

total conflict scores and empirícal scales. In addition the TSCS includes

a deníal conflict sectíon, r¿hl-ch provides for a measure of "denial..

NormaLive data for the TSCS is based on a group of 626 subjects from

various parËs of the u.S., with equal numbers of both sexes. There is a

wide range of social, economic and inËellecÈual levels represented (Fitts,

196s).

The ÈesË-retest reliability coefficients for all sub-scores based on

a Èr,ro week period on síxty college students ranges from.60 to .gz.

valídity data is exrensive, according to Firrs (1965). The TSCS is able

to clinically discriminate between psychiatric påÈient and non-patient

groups for almost, every subscore of the test. The test also discriminates

anong patienË grouPs and between people high in personality integration.

The Cornell- Medíca1 Index (CUf¡

The Cornell Medical Index-Health Questionnaire is a pencil and paper

health invent.ory contaiaing 195 questions in informal language pertaining

to a large body of medical and psychiatric data. For the purposes of this

study, one or tvro quesLions have been selected from each section. This

abridged version was sufficl-ent Ëo obtain information in general about the

subjecÈts overall heaLth - his specific complaints, and whether Èhese

comþlainÈs have been severe enough to \daïrant a visit to the doctor.
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Questions were selected from those sections relaËing to bodily symptoüs

and not to those relating to famil-y history. Questions in the inventory

are aïranged so tina...a response of |tyestt índ.ícates that a bodily symptom

is present,.

Duríng the course of the tesËing, new variables developed, rt was

felt they might have had an association wiËh perceived age, and so they

were incorporated í-nto the analysis.

Sorne subjects spontaneously vol-unËeered that they had suffered from

a nervous breakdown or \¡7ere experiencing depression, or had a ttchemical

addicLionrr. These conditíons were summarized under a neT¡¡ head.ing, Mental

Disorder (MD).

The abridged Cornel-l Medical Index (see Appendix A) seemed natural1y

to subdivide into three basic categories: number of medical conditions

from which the subject reported suffering (this became varj-able MD CON):

number of reported psychological complainÈs, whích emerged from positive

responses to secLions r, J-2, and L, (this became variable psycg): and

number of tímes the subject had seen a doctor in the past year, a variabLe

which emerged from the final question on the Èest (variable vrsrrs).

'Sdciál Readjusrmenr Raring Scale (SRRS)

This is an unpublished Èest developed by T.I1. Holmes and R.H. Rahe

in L967 in order to measure l-ife stress. In using the SRRS, the subjeet

siruply checks off the life events that have been experienced during a

specified Èime períod.

I^Iith this particular raÈing procedure, life events include both
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pleasant and unpleasant ones. Holmes and Rahe have developed a notion of
stress which emphasizes the concept of life change by itserf as being the
significanE contributor to the reaction of stress. stress is defíned
as the intensity of Ëhe demand made upon Ëhe adaptive mechanisms of the
body' rt is measured in terms of inÈensity and length of time necessary

for the person to accommodate to the life event. fn order to obLain a

measure for this, Holmes and Rahe obLained data from a 1_arge group of
subjects who were asked to rate each j-tem according to the intensiÈy and

length of time necessary to accommodate. MarrÍage \,¡as arbitrariry assigned
a stress value of 50; at1 other ítems were then evaluated using this
reference poÍnt. No event was found to be more than twice as stressful
as marriage' stress values ranged from 1l- for a minor violatíon of law,
up Ëo 100 for the íten death of a spouse. Ratíngs r¿ere then totalled for
all events actually experienced to produce a Lífe change unít score.

The authors also found thaÈ il-lness-health problems \¡/ere strongly
related to Ëhe life change unit when the score r,r'as gïeater than 300. At
that 1eve1, 797. of these events v¡ere accompanied by health problems.

Procedure

All subjects were provided with a consent form. All subjects \,üere

seen in grouPs' Testing r,¡as done r,¡iÈh the he1p of an assístant and total
tesËÍng time was about one hour for each subject.

rn the first phase of the experiment, each subject was given a randomly

arranged seÈ of saEe-sex photographs. The respondenÈ was asked to wriLe
in a chronologÍcal age estímate for each photograph. The instructions rùere
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as f ollor¿s:

. "Here aïe a set of pictures. Please mark an age
for each picture in the space provided. Give
your best guess. Don¡È take too l_ong over each
pÍcture. tr '

The cards r,rere removed prior to phase 2 which consisËed of the completion

of various scales. A test packet v,/âs presenÈed Èo each subject and

consisted of the following scales:

1. The Tennessee Self ConcepÈ Scale

2. The Social ReadjusËment Scal-e

3. The Cornell Medical Index - amended and abridged.

The tests ínside the package \^7ere randomly placed in the package.

Initially a1l- 9 possible sequences of Lest order were given a number. The

sequence number for each package was then assigned by using a random

number tab1e. This assured random order so that only chance determines

rvhich sequence each subject receives. In this way position effects can

be controlled for. Subjects were then asked to fill in all tests in Èhe

package.

Itlhil-e subjects filled in these Èests, the experimenter and an

assistant rearranged the previously presented photographs. This was done

so that each subject would receíve an arrangemenL of photographs hased on

the subjecËts own rankings of esËimaÈed age. The photographs v¡ere arranged

from youngest to oldest. No chronological age rvas presenÈed with the

newly arranged pictures. rt was hoped Èhat phase 2, aside from supplying

imporÈanÈ data, would al-so function as an intervening t.ask r,¡hich would

interfere with the memory of the subjects so thaÈ they would forget the

ages they had previously assigned Èo the photographs. IÈ has been shor,¡n
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that providing subjects with an intervening Èask negatively effecÈs reca11

of material-s r,¡hich have been previously learned. This is typicatly called

retroactíve inhibition (Norman, Lg76)

In the third phase of the experiment, completed Èest packet.s v/ere

collected, and all subjects liere given the set of newly arranged. pictureso

and Èhe following verbal instructions:

(1) "Use Ëhe marker provided and place iÈ between

any 2 pictures where you feel that you belong

in tenns of how old you fee1. Give your besÈ

. guess but donrt take Èoo long making your d.ecísion.rl

All sets of pictures will then be collected.. Each subject wíll- be

given a final form on which r¿il1 be written the follo\,/ing tvro questions:

(1) "If you could put an age to ít, how old do you

feel yourself to be? please be specífic and

wríte dovm a single number.tt

(2) "If you had to choose betr,reen (1) young , (Z)

middle age, or (3) o1d, which category would you

choose for yourself? please be specific and

wríËe down one of the categories.

Finally, thís tesÈ material was collected thus ending the testing

session. A discussion of Ëhe research r¿ill folIow.

StaËistical Analysis

The statistical Package for.Ëhe social sciences (spss; Nie, Hurl,

Jenkins, steínbrenner & BenË, Lg75) r¡as used lo analryze the data.
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Inítíally a Pearsonrs correl-ation coefficient was assessed to determine

the degree of relationship betr¿een perceived age, as measured by the

photograph assoeíatíon technique (PAT), estimaËed subjecÈive age (SA),

and perceived age obtained through the forced choice method (VC). In

addition Pearsonrs correl-ation coefficienËs r¿ere cal-culated to estimate

the relationships beËween PAT and sex, SES, l-ife sÈress, self concept and

overall heal-th.

Finally, the relaÈionship between PAT and SES, Age, Sex, Health,

Self Concept and Life Stress vras examined using a multi-ple regression

procesure in which PAT was the dependent or criteríon variabl-e and all

the other varíables rdere the independenË or predictor variables.
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CHAPTER IV

RESIILTS

DescriÞtion of the Sample

A description of the education level and occupation l-evel of the

sample is shown in Table l-. From this table it can be seen that almost

hal-f (47.g%) of the subjects never entered high school. Only 12.77. ¡1ad.

received some college education. The mode for the education level fell

at the 7t}r - 9th grade category. The mean for the subjectsr education

level !/as some hígh school. In addition, 42.3"/. of the subjects filled

unskilled or semi-skilled jobs, while none of the subjects had obtained

occupations in the top t\,ro occupational categories. The mode for the

occupation level \^las at both the semi-ski1led manual worker and clerical

worker caÈegories.

Table 2 represents a srurunary of the descriptive statístics relating

to the reported medical conditions and number of visíts to the doctor

during the pasË year for all subjects. SubjecËsr vísits to the doctor

ranged from none at alL in past year to one visiÈ per week.

The subjects Þrere asked to choose their perceÍved age in terms of a

forced choice questionnaire in which Ëhey indicated whether they felÈ

young' middle aged, or old. Tabl-e 4 summarizes the statistics. Over 9L7.

of the subjects descrl-bed themselves as middle aged or younger, while B.52

described Èhemselves as old. Perceived age a1-so measured by two other

method.s v¡hich obtained a perceived .age in Ëerms of a specific number of

years rather than a broad verbal category. These trüo ne\,,r measures \¡reïe
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TABLE 1

SA}æLE DISTRIBUTION BY EDUCATION
AND OCCUPATION LEVEL

Variable n

Education Level

College plus

College graduate

Some college

High school

Some high school

7th - 9th grades

Belor.v grade 7

Occupation Level

Major Professionals
and higher executives

Minor Professionals
and business managers

Administrative personnel and
owners of small businesses

Clerical

Skilled manual

Semi-skilled manual

Unskilled

1

2

6

11

L7

20

L4

0

11

2L

9

27

9

L.4

2.8

8.5

15.5

23.9

28.9

19.7

0

15 .5

29.6

L2.7

29.6

L2.7
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TABLE 2

SI]I'ß{ARY OF DESCRTPTIVE STATISTICS FOR

MEDICAL CONDITIONS AND VISITS TO THE DOCTOR

Mean Range SD

No, of Medical Conditions
within the past 12 rnonths

No. of visits to Doctor
within the past l-2 months

3.6

5.0

0-10 2.47

o-sz 7.69

Table 3 summarízes the number of psychological complaints (as taken

from the Cornell Medical Tndex reported by each subject. A totaL oÍ.66.8%

reported aÈ least one psychologícal complaint.

TABLE 3

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE IN TERMS OF

NUMBER OF REPORTED PSYCHOLOGICAI COMPLAINTS

rr

No. of complaints within
the last 12 months

0

1

2

J

23

27

19

2

32.O

38.0

26.0

2,8
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estimaÈed by an indirect method, PAT, in which the subjects placed themselves

somer,¡here wíthin a series of age-graded photographs, and by a direct self

reporË method, SA, in which the subjec.ts estimated Eo a year how old they

perceived themselves to be. The frequency distributions of these two

measures are srrInmarized ín Figure 1. The mean for PAT was 56.0, the range,

3L - 78 years, and the SD, 10.0. The mean for SA was 57.9, the range,

25 - BO years, and the SD, 1l-.4.'

TABLE 4

PERCEIVED AGE FOR AT,L SUBJECTS AS

MEASURED BY VERBAI AGE CATEGORIES

Verbal Category n

Young 11 15.5

Middle Aged 54 76.I

old 6 8.5

Both the PAT and SA measures of perceived age gave a mean age at leasË 12

years younger than the mean CA, for the entire sample.

In addition, Table 5 summarizes the descríptive statistics of all

age estimates for the 14 photographs each subject saw. The table shor'vs

thaË there is a tendency for the younger photographs to be judges as older

than their chronological age, and for the older photographs to be judged

as younger than their chronological age, for both sexes. Both men and

rüomen t¡ere less consistent r,¡hen judging the younger photographs and more

consistent when the chronological age of the persons depicted in the

photographs was nearer Èo Ëheir own .age.
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FIGURE 1

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PERCEIVED
AGE ESTIMATES FOR SA AND PAT
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TABLE 5

SLIMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
FOR ALL AGE ESTIMATES OF ALL MALE AND FEMALE PHOTOGRAPHS

FEI'Í.ALE

4,0

43

46

49

52

55

5B

6L

64

67

70

73

76

79

47 .06

51. 5B

50.62

60.20

55. 41

58.20

58. 75

63. 89

61.10

58.96

67 .89

66 .03

71. 10

77 .27

SD

L3.82

L4.93

9.90

8.25

10. 28

9.60

8.55

7.32

o?o

7 .67

10.34

8.42

6.23

7.75

Mean

44.86

40.97

49.s9

51.68

s9.68

48.79

55.02

57. BB

54.64

56. BB

64.69

68. 50

66.93

75.20

SD

12.28

1s.63

Il-.82

12.36

B. OB

10. 91

70.67

L0.64

t7.62

10. 19

8.74

9.s6

7.34

8.92
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Overall, the male subjects seemed to be more consistent ín their

judgements than the women. Because male and female subjecÈs \^/ere looking

at different sets of stímuli, ít is not clear at this stage whether this

greater consistency is related to the subjectsr judgement or the stímuli

presented. There may be more clues when determining the age of ma1es, i.e.

baldness, differential use of cosmetics.

The next variable to be investigated was stress 1evel. This was

measured by the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS), which has rhe

subject check the number of life events e>'perienced during the past twelve

months. One subject did not provide data. The mean for the scores on the

sRRS v¡as 755.4, the range varied from a scoïe of. L2 to a score of 410,

and the sD was 99.5. Holmes and Rahe found, with a younger populatíon,

that a mean score of 300 and above had a strong association with health

problems.

The final variable investigated was self concept. The results of

the score for the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) are surnmarized in

Table 6. Overall self esteem is based on a total positive score and

represents an internal frame of reference for the respondenÈs. The mean

score for the entire sample was 348.9, which is v¡e1l rvithin the normal

range of 315-420. The lorver 1i¡nit of the sample range is sonrervhat below

the lolver limiË of the normatÍve range.



DESCRIPTION
TENNESSEE SELF

TABLE 6

OF SCORES OBTAINED FROM THE
CONCEPT SCA],E FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Mean Range SD

0vera11 Self Esteem

Total Net Conflict

Total Conflict

Self Criticism

348.9

15.6't

4r.0

3L.l

265-400

-3L-7 4

LB-7 4

L4-48

3r.0

24.L

13. I

6.4

*I.6 score units above norms

The subscore Total Net Conflict relates to the degree of stress orie

lays on onets positive or negative attributes. Positive scores mean that

the subject is over-affirming his/her positive attributes, and negative

scores means that the subject is over-denying his/her negative attributes.

A high negative score on this subscore indicates that a denial mechanism

ís operating for that particular subject and rvould be expected to affec,t

Ëhe subjectrs perceived age. The high positive score for the group as a

whole indicates a tendency on the part of the group to over-affirm their

positive attributes rather than to over-deny their negative attributes.

Tota1 Conflict is a further subscore rvhich represents a subjectts

level of general confusion in taking the TSCS. The normal range is from

13.5 to 42.0. The sample mean of 41.0 is just inside these norms, indicating

thaË the uPPer 1evel of the sample range ranges far above the normative

upper level. This points to a trenä in this particular group to show some

confusion in overall scoring of the TSCS. Ttre Self CriticisP.',scoÏe -is' '. 1'l- 'a-

'jr



within the normal range,

showed a heâlthy tendency

Major HypoÈheses

Multiple Regreséion

A simultaneous multÍple regression analysis \¡/as performed on the data

using PAT as the dependent variable and all the aforementioned variables

as the independent variables j.n order to see how much of the varíance of

PAT could be accounted for. Multiple regression was chosen as the appropriate

statistical method sínce attribute variables were being investigated. In

many instances these varíab1es are correlated and therefore it would have

been almost impossible to set up equal numbers for each variable category.

Subprogram regression of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
-

(Níe, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Brent, L975) was used to conduct the

analysís. Table 7 represents the regression statistics obtained. Only

variables that uniquely accounted for a significant pïoportion of the

variance of PAT at the .05 1eve1 are presented. Medical Conditions is

included because Íts F value is close to significance at the .05 level.

The rnultiple R indicates that 65"/" of the variance of PAT can be

explained by all the independenÈ variables (R = .809; df = 31, 38; p I .01).

The four variables, subjective Age, Psychological complaints, Sex, Medical

Conditions, together account for approximately 30% of the total or half

of the explained variance in PAT.

The simple correlation beËween SA and PAT is .46 and SA accounts for

2I7" of the total variance in PAT. In Ëhe multiple regression analysis SA

uniquely accounts f.or L9% of the variance and accounts for I97" of t]ne

and

to

therefore indícates

be self-critical.

43.

that the group as a rvhole
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TABLE 7

SIMPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR

PREDICTING PERCETVED AGE

Variable Simple r r sq. change df p

SA

Psychological
complaints

Sex

Medical
conditions

.46

.10

-.1_8

.08

.l-9224

.0725t

.03s27

.009

Ll38

Ll38

Ll38

1. 38

< .05

.05

.05

> .05

Note: MultipleR=.809
Total variance = 65"Å

I (gf ,3B) = 2.32, g < .05

explained variance ín the multiple regression analysis. This indicates

that the unique effect does not change when all the other variables are

added to he regression equation. This implies that SA, another measure

of perceived age, although sígníficantly overlapping with PAT, is not

redundant with the other independent variables.

Pearsonrs Product Moment Correlatíons

The Pearsonf s ProducË I'foment Correlations for all the hyporheses,

with the r values and p values, are suurnarized in Table 8. Hypothesis 1

stated that there v¡ou1d be a positive relationship between the phoÈograph

association indirect method of obtainíng perceived age (PAT) and the

forced choice verbal age stage method of obtaining perceived age (VC). It

\47as not substantiated, although there rùas a tendency in Èhe predícted

direcÈion (r = .16;;= .08). The third measure of perceived age, SA,
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TABLE 8

PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORR-ELATIONS OF

PERCEIVED AGE I,{ITH VARIABLES RELATED
THREE DIFFERENT MEASURES OF

TO I{YPOTHESIS TESTING

Variables SAVC

P.rDT

PAT
Tp

VC

SA

Sex

Education

Occupation

Medical Conditions

Visits to Doctor

Psych. Complaínts

Mental Disorders

SRRS

TSCS Self-Esteem

TSCS-TNC

TSCS_TC

.40** .01_

-.11 .t7

.08 .24

. 01_ .44

.13 .13

.08 .24

.24 .02x

.25 .01*'*

.11 .18

- .26 .01*

-.03 .38

.03 .37

.40 .00** .L6 .08

.46 .00**

-.18 .06

.08 .23

.06 .28

-.08 .25

-.08 .24

.10 .19

.L6 .08

-.20 .04*

-.16 .09

.11 .L7

.L6 .08

-.07

-. 00

.00

.15

-.01

.L2

.10

-.02

-.20

-. 10

-.03

.28

.49

.47

.10

.45

.14

.18

.42

.04*

.19

.38

SignificanL

SignificanÈ

atp f

atp f

.05

.05
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\^/as significantly associated r,rith VC (r = .40; p 5 .01).

Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be a positive relationship

between PAT, an indirect measure of perceived age, and SA, a d.irecË measure

of perceived age. Thís hias supported by the data (r = .46i p_ S .01).

Hypothesis 3 stated that rnlomen rvould shovr a younger perceived age

than men. It was noË substantiated, although there \¡7as a trend in the

predicted direction between Ëhe variables sex and pAT (r = .lg; p = .06).

The second part of HypothesÍs 3 was not supported as there ri¡as no significanÈ

relatíonship found bet¡.qeen any measure of perceived age (pAT, sA, and VC)

and socioeconomic status as measured by education level and occupation leve1.

Hypothesis 4 stated thaÈ younger perceived age would be posiÈively

relaÈed to higher self esteem. This hypothesis was supported in that t¡vo

of the three measures of perceived age -- vc and sA -- r,rere positively

related to self concepË (respectively for vc and sA, r = .26; p s .01;

r - -.20; g s .05). The thírd measure, pAT, vas not signÍficantry

related to overall self esteem, although there r^ras some associatíon

between the tr¿o variables (r = -.16; p = .09).

Hypothesis 5 predicted that there would be a positive relationship

between perceived age and life stress as measured by the SRRS. Results

indicated that perceived age, as measured by VC and SA, rvas not signifi-

cantly correlated with life stress and thus contradicts the hypothesis.

However, a significant negative relationship was found between perceived

age, as measured by PAT, and SRRS (r = .20; p = .04). This finding

implies that people wíth a younger perceived age tend to have experienced

more life stresà (i.e. more life events) than those with older perceived

age, although the effect of chronological age on these fJ-ndings is still

unclear.
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Hypothesis 6, which stated that subjects r¿ho had younger perceived

ages as measured by PAT r¿ou1d have better overal-l health, was not

substantiated when healËh \,Jas measured in terms of medical- condítions

(f = .08; p : .25) and number of visits to the doctor (I = -.08; p_= .24).

There was, however, a sígnificant relationship between perceived age (VC)

and overall helath when health was measured in terms of psychologícal

cornplaints (r = .24; p_=.02) and self-reported mental disorders (r = .251'

p I .01).

Hypothesis 7 stated that subjecËs with a younger perceived age

would be more likely to deny their negatíve attributes as measured by

total net conflict on the TSCS. It was not substantiated on any of the

three measures of perceived age.

Supplementáry Findings

Because of the exploratory nature of Ëhe present research, moïe

information was obtained by computing Pearson product moment correlations

for all pairs of variables. Table 9 represents a correlation matrix of

all the variables. In addition, a correlation matrix of all varÍables were

compuÈed holding CA constant (Table 10). This ruas done to assure that CA

\^ras not influencing other variables. The matrix indicates no significant

changes in the interrelationships betrveen all the variables when CA is held

constant.

Education level correlated significantly with total conflict -* a

subscore on the TSCS (p S.Of). This indicates that subjects ¡¡ith lower

education leve1s tended to show confusion in their responses on the TSCS.
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CODE FOR VARIABLE NA-I'{ES FOR TTIE CORRELATION I'IATRIX TABLE

SEX = Sex of subject (Ma1e = 1, Female = 2)

ED = Education leve1 of subject

OCC = Occupation l-evel of subject

DTH = Death in the family

VC = Perceived age using the forced choice questionnaire method

SA = Perceived age - actual year estimate - self reporË

PAT = Perceived age - photograph association technique

SRRS

CA = Chronol.ogical age

MC CON = Number of medical conditions in the last year

VSTS = Number of visits to the doctor

MI = Mental Disorder - subject self report

PSY = Number of Psychol ogical complaints

TSCS = Tennessee Self Concept Scale

TNC = Total net conflicL in TSCS

TC = Total Conflict in TSCS

SC = Self criticism in TSCS
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SRRS correlated significantly with medical conditions (p : .05) and

psychological complaints (p = .01). This indÍcates that subjects \rho

have more stress as measured by SRRS tend to have more medical condítíons

and more psychological complaints.

Sex correlated significantly with number of reported psychological

complaints (p s .05). This indicates that women expressed more

psychological complaints than men. In addition, a negatíve correlaÈion

was established between the variables sex and TNC (p f .Of). This

indicates that \{omen tended to deny their negatíve attríbutes as measured

by the TSCS.

Fourteen of the 71 subjects had experienced a death in the farnily

within Èhe last year. The variable "death in the family,, had a

significantly negative correlation with overall self esteem (p S .Ot),

and self identity, a subscore on the TSCS (p S .01). This índicates Èhat

subjects who have recently experienced a death in the family tend to have

lorvered self esteem and lowered self identity. In addition, death in the

family is associated r^¡íth number of psychological complaints (p 5 .05).

PAT correlated significantly with the lorvest age estimaËe on the

photo association techníque (p s .Ol), indicating thaÈ subjects with a

younger perceived age tended to inake their youngest age estimates younger

than people with older perceived ages.

A positive relationship rvas discovered between chronological age and

both TNC and TC (p < .01) on the TSCS. This suggesÈs that older subjects

tended to have more difficulty responding to tlìe TSCS, and also that they

tended Èo stress their more positive attrfbutes as measured by the TSCS.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Diserepancy between chronological age and perceÍved age has been well

noËed and documented in the literature in terms of forced choice verbal

age sÈage categoríes (VC). Before this studyr no known precise measure of

perceíved age had been assessed. Two new measures of perceived age were

developed for this study, both of which gave an exact age estimate for

perceived age. These measures pointed Ëo an approximate age lag of 13

years for people r,¡ho were between Ëhe ages of 65 and 75 years and livíng

independently within the community. The sample in this stud.y were

representative of a young-old category (Neugarten, 7974), the members of

which were all actively involved users of senior citizen centres in

tr^Iínnípeg (Age and opportunity centres). rt was 1íkely, rherefore, that

these people r'¡ere less predisposed to deny their aging. Almost alI of the

subjects (9L"Á) referred to themselves as middle aged or younger, a larger

percentage than previous research has found (Bultena and Por^rers, I97B).

These results !¡ere parËicularly surprising in light of the fact that

perceived age lag is often referred to in the literature as a form of

age denial.

Different methods of measuring perceived age may not be synon¡rmous

or interchangeable. The verbal categoïy method. (vc), rvith onry three

categories of choice, is limiting because it is global and does not

discriminate finely. rË includes the word "old" as one'of Èhe choice

categories, forcing Ëhe individual to deal \,rith all the negative

associaÈions which our cuIÈure connects r,¿ith thaÈ word. Most of the
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subjects in this sample quite spontaneously gave a subjective definition

Êhat feeling old (VC) meanË not feelíng r¿e1l enough to carry on the planned

activity of their day. They commented further that theiî age identificatíon

flucÈuated from day to day. In an overall sense, most subjects did not

identify themselves as ol-d because they were feeling well enough and

active enough to carry on ûith their daily functions. The subjective

age method (SA) avoids all the probl_emç associated with the word "old"

by asking the subject to estimate the precise year in r¿hich he feels he

belongs. Like the forced choice verbal age stage questionnaire, (vc),

the subjective age method (SA) asks the subjecË to make a self-conscíous

decision, a problem whi-ch the photograph association techníque (PAT) avoids.

PAT attemPts to tap perceived age indirectly, since feelings and ídeas

about perceived age may not be totally part of onets conscious a\,rareness.

The low intercorrelation between PAT and vc strongly suggests that

perceived age is a more complex phenomenon than has been postulaËed in

the past when VC was the only measure used. The results of this study

suggest that although there is a large overlap between PAT and SA, and

between SA and VC, all three measures are different aspects of the same

phenomenon, with PAT and VC being almost completely discreet measuïes.

PasË research has indicated that acceptance as old is strongly related

Ëo poor health and severe changes in l-ife patterns which \,rere ex?erienced

as detrimental and stressful. The six subjects who described themselves

as old ín this study reflected a somewhat similar pattern. Half of the

six reported menÈal- disorders, tr,ro had experíenced a death in the family

within the past year, and two were part of a centre that was shutting dovm.

The literature review indicaÈed that socioeconomíc sËaËus (SES) is
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a pol^Ierful varíab1e affecting differences in age perception. This study

díd not find any association between SES, as measured by oecupation and

education levels, and age perception. There may be trro reasons for thís

conËradicËory finding. Firstly, no subject in the entire sample fí1led

the top two oecupation level categoríes -- lesser professionals/business

managers and major professionals/higher executives -- thereby limitíng

Ëhe range and decreasíng the líkelÍhood of correlation. People who belong

to these t!üo top categories may experience their time after retírement

very differently from people in the 1or¿er categories. secondly, many of

the subjects reported thaË they hád suffered economíc hardships most of

their working lives, and thaË they \¡reïe presently enjoying cornparative

comfort and leisure time, which they were filling with pleasant activities

in the senior centres. Previous studies which had found such a correlatíon

between SES and younger perceived age had examined subjects who ruere

currently suffering economic deprivation.

This sËudy did not find a significant association between age

perceptíon (a11 three measures) and sex. However, sex becomes one of

the signifícant variables in the multiple regression analysis, indicating

that it has to interact with some other independent variable(s) before

it can become a significant. contríbuting factor. IË could be argued that

this tendency for rüomen to have a younger perceived age than men may be

due in part to the fact that the male and female subjects each saw a

different of þhotographs, i.e. female only saw female photos, male only

saw male photos. One set of photographs may not be judged comparably Ëo

the other set, in which case the differènÈ range of age estinates for men

and rvomen might reflect stimulus differences rather Ëhan psychological
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differences in the subjects. Therefore Ëhe different range of perceived

ages would reflect these stimulus differences. Hor^rever, it is more

1ikely that this male-female difference is a real phenomenon since

several other researchers have found this trend previously when perceived

age \ras measured by the VC method (ward, L9l7; Linn & Hunter, LgTg).

This study found no reported relationship between the three measures

of perceived age and the number of medical- conditions as measured by

the Cornell- Medical Index. These findings are in contract wíth prevíous

research, which showed these two variables to be strongly related. This

rnay be partially explained by the fact that the subjects in this study

were still actively involved in community 1ife, implying relative health.

The literature indicates that declining health must be coupled with

diminished activity both in and out of the home in order to produce a

change in perceived age. However, this study found a significant

relationship between perceived age (VC) and overall health when the latter

variable vas measured in terms of mental disorders and psychological

cornplaints, both self-reported. A high score on psychological complaints

indicates feelings of tiredness, an inability to sleep, and. feelings of

misery. These s)¡mptoms tie in closely r¡ith the subjectst ov¡n descriptions

of feeling "old" (vc), whích meanÈ not feeling well enough to carry on

the planned activity of the day. Therefore it is not surprising thaÈ

psychological complaints rrras a sÍgnificant predictor variable of pAT in

the mul-tiple regressíon analysis.

The literature had suggested a connection beÈween life events and

perceived age and therefore this study measured that rel-atíonship by

atternptíng to correlate scoïes on Èhe Social Readjustment. Rating Scale
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\¿íth the three measures of perceived age. The resul-ts \47ere not signíficant

in the expected direction, and surprisingly the data even indícated a

signíficanË relationship between more l-ífe stress and younger perceived

age. The SRRS does noÈ differentiate between perceived positive and

perceived negâtive life events. One coul-d argue that an elevated score

could have occurred as a result of more positive events than negatíve

events buílding up in the subjectfs scores. Therefore there would be a

positive correlation between younger perceived age and positive events.

An additional explanation for the unexpected result is that dimínished

activity has been ciÈed as a contributing factor in older perceived age.

The increased stimulatíon that would be associated with positive life

events may have 1ed to a younger perceived age.

If self concept is an overall image individuals have of themselves,

then age perception would be exaecLed to be a part of this self image.

LÍnn & Hunter (1979) and Guptill (1969) found a positive association

between self esteem and younger age perception. This study found a

similar association bet\teen all measures of perceived age and overall

self eoncept.

It was hypothesized that this relationship betrueen beËter overall

self concept and younger perceived age implíed a denial of aging and the

unpleasant events associated with it. This hypothesized denial phenomenon

was examined using the ÈoÈ41 net conflicË subscore (TNC) on the Tennessee

self concept sca1e. The underlying assumpËion was that deníal in age

perceptíon would also be reflected. by denial of negative attribution in

descriptíons of self concept. This denial phenomenon \,ùas not substantiated,

puËËing int.o question the r¡hole concept of perceived age J-ag as "age denial".
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An alternative explanation for perceived age rag is related Èo

Neugartents notion thaË after midl-ife, perceived time is restructured

for the indívidual in Èerms of time-l-eft-to-1ive rather than time-since-

bírLh. Kalish (1975) has noted that death has become associated ¡¡iËh

the r.¡ord toldr; thus, if one câ1ls oneself young or middle aged, one

delays Èhe stage of life r¿hich is associated rvith death and lengthens

the time-left-to-1ive span. Therefore, a large perceived age 1ag was to

be expected from independent, active older people.

Butler (L977) srates rhar old age should be defined as a healËhy

time ín which unique developrnental- tasks of adapting and thriving should

be the norrn. Part of this adapLation process seems to be a lag in

perceíved. age, aË least ín a group of elderly índependent and actively

ínvolved persons. This may be part of a unique developmental Ëask in

old persons a1one, or it may be a phenomerron o^t"n occurs throughout

the adulË lifespan. Anecdotal evidence indicates that adults of all

ages experience some age lag. Further research is needed to investigate

this phenomenon throughout Èhe life span.
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APPENDIX A

ABRIDGED CORNELL }fEDICAT TNDEX (AMENDED)

Section A

l-. Have you had trouble with your eyes in the last year?

2. Are you hard of hearing?

3. Have you had t.rouble with your ears in the last year?

Section B

1. Do you often catch severe colds?

2. Have you had trouble with your nose, throat or chesË
in the 1asÈ year?

Section C

1. Has a doctor saíd that your blood pressure uTas too high
or too low in the last year?

2. Have you had difficul-ty with your heart in the last year?

3. Have you had difficulty with your breathing in the last
year?

Section D

L. Have you had serious trouble with your teeth in the 1asÈ
year?

2- Have you had trouble v¡ith your stomach in the last year?

3. Have you had trouble r,¡íth your bowels in the last year?

Section E

1. Are your joints often painfully swollen?

2. Have you had back trouble in the last year?

Section F

1. Have you had skin trouble in the last year?
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Section G

1. Have you been troubled with severe headaches in the last
year?

Section H

i-. Have you had Èrouble urinating in the last yeatl.

Section I

1. Have you been feeling more exhausted (tired out) in this
1asÈ year?

Section J

1. Have you been frequently confined Èo bed because of illness
Ín this lasÈ year?

2. Have you become more unhappy and míserable because of poor
health in this 1-ast year?

Section L

1. Have you had íncreasing difficulty falling asleep arrdfor
staying asleep in this 1asÈ year?

How many times in this last, year have you been seen by a doctor?
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APPENDIX B

STATB'IENT FOR SUBJECTS

The purpose of Lhis research is to explore the way in which people

tend t.o estímate the ages of other people, as depicted by a series of

photographs. It is expected thaL there may be a relationship between

the way in r¿hich these age estimates are made, and some personality

traits connected with the persons making the estimates.

People volunteering for this project will be asked Ëo look at a

set of phoËographs and estimate the ages of the people photographed.

fhey will then be asked to fíll in some pencil and paper tests anonymously

v¡hich will measure èome personality traits

All persons volunteering for this project will not have to fill in

their names on any of the tesÈ material. Volunteers will be doing the

project in groups wíth the experimenter.

There will be a discussion period afËer the testing is completed

in r¿hich tíme the research will be fully explained.


